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Abstract
Background: For much of the SARS-CoV-2 (COVID-19) pandemic, many countries have struggled to offer definitive guidance
on the wearing of masks or face coverings to reduce the highly infectious disease transmission resulting from a lack of compelling
evidence on the effectiveness of communities wearing masks, and slow acceptance that aerosols are a primary SARS-CoV-2 disease
transmission mechanism. Recent studies have shown that masks have been effective in several countries and populations, leaving
only a lack of quantitative data on the control of airborne dispersion from human exhalation. This current study specifically has the
objective to quantify the effectiveness of non-medical grade washable masks or face coverings in controlling airborne dispersion from
exhalation (both droplet and aerosol) by measuring changes in direction, particle cloud velocities, and concentration.
Design: This randomized effectiveness study used a 10% NaCl nebulized polydisperse particle solution (0.3 µm up to 10 µm in size)
delivered by an exhalation simulator to conduct 94 experiment runs with combinations of 8 different fabrics, 5 mask designs, and
airflows for both talking and coughing. Multiple particle sensors were instrumented to measure reduction in aerosol dispersion.
Results: Three-way multivariate analysis of variance establishes that fabric, mask design, and exhalation breath level have a
statistically significant effect on changing direction, reducing velocity, or concentrations of airborne particles (Fabric: P = <0.001,
Wilks’ Λ = 0.000; Mask design: P = <0.001, Wilks’ Λ = 0.000; Breath level: P = <0.001, Wilks’ Λ = 0.004). There were also statistically
significant interaction effects between combinations of all primary factors.
Conclusions and Relevance: The application of facial coverings or masks can significantly reduce the airborne dispersion of
aerosolized particles from exhalation by diffusing the particle cloud direction and slow down its travel speed. Consequently, the
results indicate that wearing masks when coupled with social distance can decrease the potentially inhaled dose of SARS-CoV-2
aerosols or droplets especially where infectious contaminants may exist in shared air spaces. The conclusion is well aligned with
the concept of “time-distance-shielding” from hazardous materials emergency response. However, the effectiveness varies greatly
between the specific fabrics and mask designs used.
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Background
In light of the current pandemic from rapid transmission
of the severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2
(SARS-CoV-2 or COVID-19) and significant morbidity,
there has been inconsistent medical guidance given to the
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public regarding the wearing of non-medical improvised
fabric masks or face coverings to reduce the transmission
of COVID-19. If the SARS-CoV-2 aerosol is considered
with an ability to infect for more than 3 hours with TCID50
of greater than 102 as noted in a laboratory study [1], then
it is of significant importance for broad public health
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infectious disease strategy to understand the effectiveness
of non-medical masks and face coverings to control
human exhalation aerosol dispersion, especially with
asymptomatic or pre-symptomatic populations.
Of concern, recent studies show that bio-droplets of all
sizes are generated from normal exhalation [2-5] with 8090% of droplets from human exhalation in the size range
of 0.1–1 µm [6,7], those from a cough can travel 23 to 27
feet (7-8 m) which is well beyond the recommended social
distances of six feet or two meters, and smaller aerosols
(≤5 µm) stay aloft in the air and pose a greater risk for
severe infection [8,9]. In addition, social distancing is
difficult to accomplish since many essential locations like
grocery stores have aisles that are narrow and result in the
proximity of patrons being closer than 1 meter. Reduced
distance correlates to increased transmission of COVID-19
[10,11].
A lack of definitive data on establishing the effectiveness
of using non-medical masks or face coverings has resulted
in medical practitioners giving broad public health
guidance based on professional judgement only. Existing
guidance includes statements that facial coverings may
offer minimal protection from small infectious particles,
may only reduce large particulate matter, or only remind
users to not touch their face considering infectious disease
transmission from hand to face. One key challenge has
been the slow acceptance of aerosol transmission as the
primary SARS-CoV-2 disease transmission mechanism
[9,12]. Several previous studies have been conducted
to understand if wearing of masks reduce community
infections of common diseases such as influenza, however
most are inconclusive due to the application of masks
post-exposure or lack of strict wearing compliance by
study participants [13-15] Only a few well-executed studies
concluded the prophylactic wearing of medical grade
masks reduce community transmission of influenza or
RSV [16,17]. To make matters worse, the lack of definitive
guidance has also led to social and political debates on the
wearing of masks or face coverings [18-20] and deters the
acceptance of any new public health strategy for reducing
airborne transmission of infectious diseases.
Only recently, several definitive case studies and broad
systematic or meta-analysis shown that masks and face
coverings have been effective in reducing community
transmission of COVID-19 within several countries
and populations [21-25], which leaves only a lack of
quantitative data on the control of airborne dispersion
from human exhalation. Prior studies have established
the filtration efficiency of a variety of fabrics for personal
protection but do not consider reducing transmission by
controlling airborne dispersion of human exhalation [2633]. Other research investigates only forward dispersion of
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particles from coughing or sneezing by measuring from a
single optical plane [8,34]. Additional research considers
the aerodynamics of exhalation particles inside various
rooms or vehicles using high fidelity computational fluid
dynamic simulation under ideal laminar flow conditions
and possible effectiveness of masks [35-39], but do not
model real world turbulent airflows nor validate the
models with physical experimentation data. Several
clinical studies show reductions in virus shedding when
wearing face masks [2,3,5,40-42], although neither the
clinical nor experimental studies have fully characterized
the effectiveness of non-medical grade reusable masks
in controlling aerosol dispersion of human exhalation
particles.

Objective, Design, and Methods
The goal of this research is to determine the statistically
significant factors and quantify the effectiveness of nonmedical grade washable masks or face coverings in the
control of aerosol dispersion from human exhalation in
terms of affecting direction, velocity, and concentration of
various particle diameters. When considering the primary
contribution of this work, there are three complimentary
types of studies regarding the wearing of masks and face
coverings in the context of respiratory transmission of
infectious disease: mask filtration studies, clinical studies,
and particle dispersion studies. Existing mask filtration
studies help answer the question if they protect a user
during inhalation. Clinical studies on masks help answer
the question if they work for broad community reductions
in transmission. Particle dispersion studies offer significant
insights to the aerodynamics and biophysics of infectious
particles, although there is not as much research in this
category. All three types of studies are necessary to inform
and construct the most holistic solutions for public health
[43]. This original research offers the experimental results
in the latter category of aerodynamics and biophysics of
infectious airborne particles. Conclusively this study can
aid in establishing public health strategies or policies that
encourage the wearing of masks or face coverings to increase
the effectiveness of non-pharmaceutical interventions
(NPI) especially where infectious contaminants may exist
in shared air spaces.
Design
We conducted the effectiveness study using a randomized
full factorial design of experiments with 10% NaCl
nebulized solution and an exhalation simulator to
conduct 94 experiment runs with combinations of 8
different fabrics, 5 mask designs, no-mask as a control,
and exhalation airflows (PEF and FEV1) that represent
both talking and coughing. Randomization was created
using a mathematical function in MATLAB with blocking
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on the two airflow settings for talking and coughing. The
experiment also included randomized runs of no-mask
applied as the control and a preliminary comparison with
the performance of a MERV13 air filter media which has
similar electrostatic filtration properties to the NIOSH
N95 standard (95% filtration efficiency of 0.3µm particles).
The exhalation simulator was constructed similar to
previous research [44,45], but with some differences. The
exhalation simulator was driven by a dry compressed air
expansion chamber and timing-controlled relay, with a
port for the small volume jet nebulizer, in-line spirometer,
and a corrugated tube to emulate a trachea before exiting
the mouth of the CPR manikin. Details on the simulator
equipment are in Supplementary Figure 1. The exhalation
airflows were calibrated to simulate peak expiratory
flow (PEF) of coughing with a range 507L/min to 650L/
min, and PEF for talking of approximately 120L/min as
established by previous research [44–47]. The typical air
flows for talking are similar to that of singing [47].
Four laser scattering particle concentration sensors
(Plantower PMS5003) that measured particles from
0.3µm to 10µm in size were placed at specific locations
inside a non-airtight fume hood (Supplementary Figure 2)
to detect aerosol dispersion directly downward, laterally
from the mid-line, and 1 meter forward of the mouth.
Preliminary testing of the configuration identified that
the optimal position when used with various masks in this
fume hood was 43 cm below the level of the mouth for all
sensors. The frontal sensor represents an approximate
halfway point of a 2 meter or 6 feet social distance.
Interventions and Exposures
A NaCl aqueous solution was selected as a polydisperse
test aerosol which is also used as the exposure for NIOSH
N95 respirator test methods. 10% NaCl was used to
generate a sufficient quantity of particles for the open-air
fume hood environment and also to stay beneath the PMS
sensor maximum (65,535 particle count per 0.1L for any
given size). The aerosol was produced by nebulizing the
solution at 103 kPa (15 psi) for 5 seconds into the aerosol
chamber of the exhalation simulator followed by a 3 ms
delay before exhalation from the manikin through the
applied masks. The simulated exhalations were driven by
timing controlled compressed air at 827 kPa (120 psi) for
“coughing” and 206 kPa (30 psi) for “talking”.
The intervention was provided by non-medical grade
fabric masks sourced from local materials that were
available during the COVID-19 supply chain interruptions.
The washable fabrics were selected are shown in
(Supplementary Table 1) (fabric bolts were unavailable)
which included natural fibers, polyesters, and other
materials. The mask designs were selected from variety of
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community-based designs which included a bandana style,
surgical mask style, folded no-sew, a simple mask with
earloops, and a stylistic mask that had more coverage of
the nose. Microscopic images of the fabric weave and fibers
were taken (Keyence VHX-S660E) to further understand
and explain the results. More details regarding the fabrics
and masks designs and the basic test procedure are also
included in the (Supplementary Appendix).
Outcomes
The primary outcome was to measure any significant
reduction in aerosol dispersion velocity, quantity
of particles, and change in dispersion direction.
Measurements used in this study included peak expiratory
flow (PEF), forced expiratory volume (FEV1), as well as
aerosol arrival time, time to peak concentration, aerosol
velocity, area under curve (AUC) for first minute and last
minute as shown in Figure 1. A change in direction from
sensor 5, reduction in velocity, or AUC are considered a
positive effect. Two novel metrics of Filtration Efficiency
Indicator (FEI) and Expiratory Flow Dispersion Factor
(EDF) are established in this study to present quantitative
values that give relative indicators to the dispersion
control performance of non-medical masks using simple
and repeatable measurement techniques of the research.
A description of all measurements and outcomes are
presented in Table 1.
AUC0 to 1 min as described in Table 1 characterizes the
leading wave of the particle cloud. A higher value indicates
a more particle concentration in the airspace over time.
Lower values result from abrupt changes to particle
concentration due to an overall lower amount of particles
from exhalation or a rapid movement of the particle cloud
movement. In general, a lower value is more desirable
which represents less time and concentration that a person
might be exposed to a particle cloud before it disperses.
FEI is a ratio of the particle concentration remaining
after exhalation through a mask compared to no-mask
and provides a quantitative indicator that aids in the
filtration performance characterization. It is a ratio of
remaining particle concentration (AUC4 to 5 min) with a mask
applied compared to the worst-case AUC of no-mask
applied; a higher value indicates better filtration. Since
this experiment does not lend itself to directly measure
the particle concentration in the aerosol chamber prior
to exhalation nor does it use the same measurement
equipment, test orifice and tube size, airflow dynamics, and
other equipment from the NIOSH N95 test standard [48],
the filtration efficiency indicator values are relative to each
experiment. Likewise, many other recent studies seeking
to establish the filtration efficiencies of non-medical grade
masks or fabrics have the same constraint on relativity of
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Peak Time
Measurements:
 Arrival time

AUC (0 to 1 min)

 Time to peak
AUC (4-5 min)

 Velocity
 PEF and FEV1
 Area under curves (AUC):



0 to 1 min
4 to 5 min

Arrival Time
Velocity
Figure 1: Examples of the measurements performed on the time-series data from all experiment runs for each of the
four sensors and particle sizes of 0.3µm, 0.5µm, 1µm, 2.5µm, 5µm, and 10µm.
Description

Measurement

Units

Arrival time

Time of arrival at a sensor for the
outer edge of an aerosol cloud

The time after texhalation when the slope
increase of the particle concentration
is ≥ 2.0

sec

Dispersion
Direction

Sensor location of first arriving
particles

Categorical: frontal, lateral, downward

N/A

Velocity

The speed of the aerosol cloud after
it is exhaled through the mask/
fabric (time and distance). Distance
is measured from mouth to the first
arrival sensor (N)

Peak Expiratory
Flow (PEF)

Standard clinical measurement
of respiratory function for peak
expiratory flow

Spirometer measurement during
exhalation

L/sec (L/min)

Forced Expiratory Volume in 1
second (FEV1)

Standard clinical measurement of
respiratory function

Spirometer measurement during
exhalation

L

AUC 0 to 1 min

Measurement of the initial peak
waveforms of particle concentration
(c) for the first minute after
exhalation.a The data from the
dispersion direction sensor is used to
characterize the leading waveform.
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meters/sec

Particle conc. x
Time
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AUC 4 to 5 min

Measurement of the residual of
particle concentration (c) in the
system after concentration has
equalized (the last minute)a

Particle conc. x
Time

Filtration
Efficiency
Indicator (FEI)

Indicates general filtration of mask
design / fabric by comparing residual
particle concentration with mask
applied to no-mask (control) after
system has equalized. Max value of
the control is used to give worst case
scenario. This is a unitless ratio.

Ratio of particle
conc.

Expiratory Flow
Dispersion Factor (EDF)

Quantifies the overall reduction
in aerosol velocity and direction
from a mask application. This is
a unitless ratio of the air velocity
from exhalation and velocity of the
first arriving aerosol coupled with
direction. PEF velocity is calculated
from a standard volumetric flow
formula.

Ratio of particle
velocities

Table 1: Measured Outcomes and Descriptions; aSince the data collected is a series of discrete measurements, the AUC
calculation is similar to a summation of trapezoidal areas but accounts for the ascending and descending edges.
results without NIOSH calibrated test orifice, tube size, and
airflow characteristics. However, while the actual values
are relative to this study the FEI measurement technique
is broadly applicable to all exhalation dispersion studies.
We also present EDF as a measurement of the reduction
in particle velocity and change in direction when a mask
is applied. As shown in Table 1, it is the ratio of particle
cloud velocity at the first arriving sensor and that of
the exhalation airflow velocity derived from the PEF
measurement. A higher value indicates better performance
with more reduction in particle velocities. The theory of
EDF is based on the airflow from exhalation simulator
(bounded volume) and aerosol velocity in fume hood
(unbounded turbulent airflow) which are correlated by
Bernoulli’s ideal-gas law and further described in the field
of kinetic theory of gases. Full derivation of the volumetric
flow formula is provided in literature [49]; in this study
the airflow of PEF equals the cross-sectional area of the
spirometer multiplied by the average velocity of the air
stream shown in Equation (1)

Where:
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The inside diameter of the MIR SmartOne spirometer
was measured to be 28.67 mm which allows for an area
calculation. Using algebraic relationships, the formula
for calculating the velocity of the exhalation using PEF
measurement is shown in Equation (2) along with the unit
conversion to meters per second.

Sample Size
The overall sample size from the full factorial combination
of 40 distinct masks, several randomly inserted test runs
of no-mask as the control, and 2 exhalation levels resulted
in 94 experiment runs. The overall experiment with four
sensors and average sampling rate of 1 second, generated
over 1.694 million time-series sensor data measurements
for this study. The sample size of n=94 resulted in 2,496
measurements for each dependent response variable
across all particle diameters.
Statistical Analysis
Multivariable and multivariate analysis was conducted
from the perspective of a null hypothesis that non-medical
improvised masks do not affect the dispersion or offer
any source control. This study determines if the three
independent variables (mask designs, fabrics and breathing
levels) have a statistically significant effect on any of the
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dependent responses (direction, AUC0 to 1 min, FEI, and
EDF) at various sensor locations. Three-way multivariate
analysis of variance (MANOVA) is used to simultaneously
understand the significance of multiple effects from
the independent variables and their correlations while
minimizing type I statistical errors (false positives).
Details on the use of MANOVA and validation against
the assumptions of the data, including homogeneity of
covariance, normality, independence of observations and
multicollinearity [50-54] are provided in (Description of
Statistical Methods in the Supplementary Appendix).

the mean (SD) PEF for simulated talking was 148.35
(43.29) L/min and FEV1 of 1.79 (0.07) L. Both simulated
exhalation levels are within range of previous studies
[44–47] The aerosol particle concentration was measured
at the one-meter frontal sensor during the last minute of
all no-mask (control) runs and resulted in concentration
levels and distribution that indicates good polydisperse
particle generation (Supplementary Figure 3). The mean
(SD) concentrations for simulated talking generated
peak concentrations of 32,199 (3,683) for 0.3µm particle
diameters representing aerosols, and 201(42) for 10µm
particle diameters representing droplets. Likewise,
simulated coughing generated peak concentrations of
27,731 (9,837) for 0.3µm particle diameters, and 131(27)
for 10µm particle diameters.

MATLAB version R2019a was used to import the raw data
files, compute the response variable values, and calculate
summary statistics. SPSS version 1.0.0.1327 was used to
perform MANOVA. To additionally validate the statistical
results and measured outcomes, graphical analysis of the
data was also performed to identify any anomalies that
were not expected in the response variables.

Table 2 shows descriptive summary statistics of variables
with respect to the primary dispersion direction and gives
some insight into the generalized responses. The best
overall performing mask is the surgical style with internal
non-woven layers [AUC0 to 1 min=7.721x105 (6.606x105),
FEI=0.468(0.158), EDF=0.993(0.005)]. The best overall
fabric depends on a desired characteristic of reduced
velocity and direction or increased filtration performance;

Results
The mean (SD) PEF for simulated coughing was 532.08
(75.65) L/min and FEV1 of 5.92 (0.1) L. Likewise,

n
Fabric

Direction

Velocity of
Dispersion

AUC 0to1

FEI

Mode

%

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

EDF

**No-mask

14

5

100.0%

-- a

--

1.059
x106

2.237
x105

0.092

0.084

-- a

--

Bandana, 100% cotton bandana

10

1

100.0%

0.216

0.217

1.846
x106

9.194
x105

0.409

0.167

0.962

0.045

Bath towel 100%
combed cotton

10

3

83.3%

0.170

0.213

1.314
x106

7.995
x105

0.471

0.166

0.983

0.013

Pillowcase, 60% cotton, 40% polyester

10

5

66.7%

0.059

0.058

1.516
x106

8.360
x105

0.352

0.200

0.992

0.005

Sweat pant, 60% cotton, 40% polyester

10

2

83.3%

0.155

0.178

1.591
x106

8.081
x105

0.469

0.173

0.984

0.012

T-shirt, 60% cotton,
40% polyester

10

1

100.0%

0.122

0.087

1.839
x106

8.884
x105

0.444

0.109

0.982

0.012

Dress shirt, 100%
polyester

10

5

100.0%

0.100

0.166

1.298
x106

9.573
x105

0.304

0.151

0.977

0.049

Mover blanket, 85%
polyester, 15% recycled cotton

10

5

100.0%

0.138

0.228

1.601
x106

1.060
x106

0.331

0.099

0.966

0.066
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Microfiber towels,
80% polyester, 20%
polyamide

10

1

100.0%

0.090

0.079

1.382
x106

8.543
x105

0.405

0.165

0.986

0.011

**No-mask

14

5

100.0%

-- a

--

1.059
x106

2.237
x105

0.092

0.084

-- a

--

Bandana style

16

1

100.0%

0.113

0.123

1.709
x106

9.205
x105

0.435

0.142

0.983

0.020

Folded No-sew

16

1

83.3%

0.176

0.166

1.772
x106

7.754
x105

0.484

0.085

0.970

0.040

Simple mask (short
with earloops)

16

1

100.0%

0.119

0.159

1.651
x106

9.351
x105

0.263

0.175

0.981

0.035

Stylistic mask

16

1

100.0%

0.208

0.240

1.839
x106

6.844
x105

0.341

0.127

0.968

0.050

Surgical Mask style
(internal non-woven)

16

5

100.0%

0.040

0.017

7.721
x105

6.606
x105

0.468

0.158

0.993

0.005

Coughing

48

1

100.0%

0.154

0.158

1.388
x106

8.291
x105

0.353

0.191

0.988

0.013

Talking

46

5

66.7%

0.104

0.151

1.567
x106

8.333
x105

0.352

0.186

0.971

0.042

Mask Design

Exhalation Level

Table 2: Descriptive statistics of variables used in the MANOVA with respect to primary dispersion direction; aThe
test condition for “no-mask” resulted in aerosol cloud velocities that exceeded the sampling rate of the PMS sensors and
were not captured. Consequently, an EDF for “no-mask” was not calculated. From existing research, peak exhalation
speeds can reach up to 10-30 m/s at the mouth [8] with expected slowdown at further distances.
a general comparison of EDF across mask designs is
shown in Figure 2. The velocity-ratio related performance,
EDF, indicates the overall slowdown of particles due to
turbulence and aerodynamics in an open-air system.
The large standard deviations represent the divergence
between the responses for each exhalation breath level
(Supplementary Figures 6–13) and also indicate that the
interactions between multiple factors and the multivariate
responses.
The results from MANOVA on the complete data set are
reported in Table 3 with all of the primary factors of fabric,
mask design, and exhalation breath level resulting in an
overall statistically significant effect on the dependent
variables of direction, velocity, AUC 0 to 1 min, FEI and EDF
(Fabric: F(35, 36) = 8.526, P = <0.001, Wilks’ Λ = 0.000,
Partial η2 =0.846; Mask design: F(20, 27) = 15.691, P =
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<0.001, Wilks’ Λ = 0.000, Partial η2 =0.876; Breath level:
F(5, 8) = 371.6, P = <0.001, Wilks’ Λ = 0.004, Partial η2
=0.996). Similarly, Table 3 shows that the results using
Pillai’s Trace are also significant (in case the MANOVA
assumptions of homogeneity of variance-covariance were
violated). Therefore, the null hypothesis that masks or face
coverings have no effect on exhalation dispersion or source
control is rejected.
The statistics of Wilks Lambda and Pillai’s trace (Table 3)
converge at η2 = .996 and indicate that 99.6% of the variance
of dependent variables are associated with exhalation
breath levels of talking or coughing. It should also be
noted that there were statistically significant interaction
effects between fabric, mask design, breath levels and
the combination of all three independent variables also
reported in Table 3 (Fabric*Mask Design, Fabric*Breath
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Estimated Marginal Means of EDF

1.0250

MaskDesign
Bandana style
Folded No-sew
Simple mask
Stylistic mask
Surgical Mask style

1.0000

.9750

.9500

.9250

.9000

Fabric
Non-estimable means are not plotted
Error bars: 95% CI

Figure 2: Estimated means of EDF resulting from MANOVA, showing the combined effects of fabrics and mask
design. The test condition for “no-mask” resulted in particle cloud velocities that exceeded the sampling rate of the
PMS sensors and were not captured. Consequently, an EDF for “no-mask” was not calculated.

Value

F

df

Error
df

P
value

Partial
η2

Noncentrality
Parameter

Pillai's Trace

1.000

4.12x106 b

5.000

8.000

<0.001

1.000

20.618x106

Wilks' Lambda

0.000

4.12x106 b

5.000

8.000

<0.001

1.000

20.618x106

Pillai's Trace

3.243

3.164

35.000

60.000

<0.001

0.649

110.731

Wilks' Lambda

0.000

8.526

35.000

36.083

<0.001

0.846

198.845

Pillai's Trace

2.879

5.650

20.000

44.000

<0.001

0.720

113.009

Wilks' Lambda

0.000

15.691

20.000

27.483

<0.001

0.876

194.446

Pillai's Trace

0.996

371.599b

5.000

8.000

<0.001

0.996

1857.993

Wilks' Lambda

0.004

371.599b

5.000

8.000

<0.001

0.996

1857.993

Fabric *
MaskDesign

Pillai's Trace

4.420

3.269

140.000

60.000

<0.001

0.884

457.631

Wilks' Lambda

0.000

6.925

140.000

44.549

<0.001

0.954

930.323

Fabric *
BreathLevel

Pillai's Trace

3.355

3.497

35.000

60.000

<0.001

0.671

122.397

Wilks' Lambda

0.000

7.820

35.000

36.083

<0.001

0.836

184.155

Effect

Intercept

Fabric

MaskDesign

BreathLevel
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MaskDesign *
BreathLevel

Pillai's Trace

2.857

5.496

20.000

44.000

<0.001

0.714

109.923

Wilks' Lambda

0.001

10.703

20.000

27.483

<0.001

0.835

139.136

Fabric*
MaskDesign *
BreathLevel

Pillai's Trace

4.390

3.083

140.000

60.000

<0.001

0.878

431.560

Wilks' Lambda

0.000

5.729

140.000

44.549

<0.001

0.945

771.142

Design: Intercept + Fabric + MaskDesign + BreathLevel + Fabric * MaskDesign + Fabric * BreathLevel + MaskDesign
* BreathLevel + Fabric * MaskDesign * BreathLevel; bExact statistic
a

Table 3: Multivariate Tests showing significant factors affecting direction, velocity, AUC, FEI and EDFa;
level,
Mask
design*Breath
level,
Fabric*Mask
design*Breath level). In some cases, the between-subject
effects were marginally significant (P-value closer to .05),
however the vast majority of individual between-subject
effects 30 of 35 (85.7%) are significant. A full multivariate
analysis of variance and multivariate tests of betweensubject effects and interactions are provided in (online
Supplementary Table 2 and 3).

Discussion
Conclusively, this quantitative effectiveness study
establishes that improvised non-medical grade mask
designs or fabric combinations are statistically significant
in reducing airborne dispersion of particles from exhalation
as defined by direction, velocity, AUC0 to 1 min, FEI and EDF.
The statistically significant interaction effects between
combinations of all primary factors and partial η2 values
further establish the strong correlation of outcomes to
fabrics used, mask design, and exhalation breath levels.
This foundational research offers an orthogonal but
complimentary result to previous research on respiratory
protection and personal protective equipment which
exclusively looks at inhalation filtration and airflow
pressure gradients that support respiration.
When considering airborne dispersion control (also
known as source control in some literature) it is important
to understand the primary mechanisms that affect the
dispersion. The field of filtration theory offers significant
understanding with the primary mechanisms for the
respiratory use case: Interception, Brownian Diffusion,
Inertial Impaction, and Sieving or blocking filtration [5558]. Since the fibers and fabric meshes are typically larger
than small aerosols or infectious particles (5µm diameters
or smaller), the first three filtration mechanisms are most
applicable to this study and other studies in the field of
personal protective equipment (PPE). Special emphasis
is placed on inertial impaction and Brownian diffusion to
disrupt the velocity and direction of airborne dispersion.
Further discussion on filtration mechanisms is provided in
(Supplementary Appendix).
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One observation from this study is that the effectiveness
in dispersion control varies greatly between the specific
fabrics and mask design combinations. For example,
the factors of fabric, mask design, and the interaction of
fabric and exhalation breath level that have significant
effect on FEI, while other interactions are not significant
(Supplementary Table 3). This suggests that a fabric’s
dynamic characteristics such as pliability (i.e., conforms
to the face for fit and coverage) and dynamic response to
airflow force (i.e., stretch characteristics) have an effect on
the overall filtration of exhaled particles. Ad hoc test data of
a stretch fabric commercially available mask is consistent
with this statement (online Supplementary Table 5).
Further materials analysis and characterization is justified
to fully understand this observation however it does
emphasize that proper wearing of masks fully covering the
mouth and nose [59-61] is important for PPE usage as well
as dispersion control. Characterization of fabric thickness,
fiber density and weave, as well as layering will also aid in
establishing accurate predictor coefficients of a dispersion
control linear regression model for specific fabrics and
masks.
The strength of this study is that it offers quantitative
evidence on the effectiveness of non-medical improvised
masks for helping to establishing public health strategies
or policies that encourage the wearing of masks or face
coverings. Fundamentally the effectiveness of nonpharmaceutical interventions (NPI) can be increased by
reducing exhalation particle dispersion and is especially
important where infectious contaminants may exist in
shared air spaces. Universal application of masks will
reduce overall particle quantities and slow down the
dispersion speed which gives people in the vicinity of
the dispersion (from coughing or talking) time to react
and avoid inhalation exposure to potentially infectious
particle clouds. The slowing down of a particle cloud’s
dispersion also means that social distances will be more
effective considering the relationship of velocity, time,
and distance. This concept is well aligned with typical
hazardous materials and bio-chem emergency response
considerations of “time-distance-shielding” [62-64] where
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masks provide shielding during inhalation, and also slows
exhalation particles to give others time and distance to
avoid the particle cloud.
An overall public health strategy must consider the
additive effect of wearing masks and face coverings for
inhalation filtration (PPE) and that of dispersion and
source control. However, the strategy would also need to
account for the non-ideal performance of various fabrics
and masks, where the ideal performance would offer 95%
filtration efficiencies and dispersion contained to the user’s
body. Combining this research with recent community
SIR modeling [65] can help provide significant insights to
the public health strategy. To summarize, it would be of
most benefit for all people in community settings to wear
masks and get full effect of controlling exhalation particle
dispersion to reduce transmission of highly infectious
respiratory diseases such as COVID-19.

Limitations
One limitation of this study is that it provides
approximations of human exhalation using polydisperse
NaCl solution rather than human exhalation which adds
additional compositions of particles that can be smaller
than 0.3µm in diameters, moisture, proteins, gases, and
other bio material [66]. The effectiveness of masks for
source or dispersion control from long term use (such as
during a 4 hour or 8 hour workdays) cannot be directly
established from this data, however this study utilizes
industry and NIOSH accepted proxy for testing respiratory
barriers of NaCl. Another limitation was the PMS sensor
performance: measurement minimum of 0.3µm particles
and a slower intake fan speed at 0.1 CFM limited its ability
to accurately measure all characteristics of fast-moving
aerosol clouds from that of no-mask applied. Regardless,
the sensor data and experiment design were sufficient to
determine statistical conclusions on the effects of wearing
masks and face coverings of different fabrics and designs.
Future works should consider using a large test chamber
and more sensors to result in more accurate measurement
of airborne dispersion and turbulent airflows.

Conclusions
The results show that the application of various nonmedical grade mask designs or fabric combinations were
statistically significant in reducing airborne dispersion of
particles from exhalation during coughing and talking as
well as singing. However, the effectiveness varies greatly
between the specific fabrics and mask designs used. The
best overall performing mask design is a surgical style with
internal non-woven layers, while the best overall fabric
depends on a desired characteristic of reduced velocity,
change in direction, or increased filtration performance.
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Conclusively this study can aid in establishing public
health strategies or policies that encourage the wearing
of masks or face coverings to increase the effectiveness of
non-pharmaceutical interventions (NPI) especially where
infectious contaminants may exist in shared air spaces.
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